in grief, or mourning, takes example, (§, K.) for the being consoled thereby: (S:) pl. and (S, K:) the former of the first sing., and the latter of the second. (TA.) The first of these meanings is intended in the saying, and (S,) the latter, (S, K) and (S, K) to which alone the first of these three belongs, but the second and third may be regarded as belonging either to that art, or to the present,) or (Msb.) See art. It is (sometimes) followed by (S, K) as an imitative sequent corroborating its meaning. (M.)

\[ \text{\textit{Af\textit{\textit{a}}} Grieving, mourning, or sorrowful: (M, K;) as also } (S, K) \text{, pl. and (M in art.); or } (S, K) \text{, K inf. as above, (S,) and } (S, K inf. as above, (S,) } + He charged him with a vice, fault, or the like; blamed, censured, or reprehended, him: (S, K;) or he aspersed, reviled, or reproached him, and mixed up falsehood in his aspersion of him. (TA.) You say also, (i.e. or  and ) + He cast upon him a stigma, or mark of dishonour, by which he became known: (Lh, TA;) or he cast a censure, or reproach, upon him, and involved him in it. (TA.) And see also .

Medical, curative, therapeutic, [or surgical] treatment. (Ibn-El-Kelbee, Sgh, K.) By rule it should be (Sgh, TA.) Also an inf. n., [or rather a quasi-inf. n., syn. (Sgh, TA.) As also, and (S, K,) inf. as above, (S,) or (S K inf. as above, (S,) + He mixed the people together. (S, TA;) Also, asor above, (S, K;) and (S, K) inf. as above, (S,) + The collection of trees, or the thicket, was, or became, dense, tangled, confused, intertrined, or complicated: (S, K;) or very dense, or much tangled or confused, so as to be impassable. (TA.) And see also .

\[ \text{\textit{M\textit{\textit{o}}p\textit{\textit{t}}\textit{\textit{\textit{u}}} A medicine, or remedy; (S, M, K;) the latter, (S, K, M) each, (TA, particularly a vulnerary: (S, M, K) pl. of each, as is indicated in the TA.) Also an inf. n. of (S, K.) The former is also pl. of (S, K.) }

See also .

Evil close to the ignoble. (A.)

2. inf. n. He rendered it (a collection of trees) dense, tangled, confused, intertrined, or complicated. (K.) — See also .

\[ \text{\textit{F\textit{\textit{u}}\textit{\textit{t}}} A physician; one skilled in medical, curative, therapeutic, or [or surgical] treatment. (Ibn-El-Kelbee, Sgh, K.) By rule it should be (Sgh, TA.) As also, and (S, K;) said by IJ to be the only instance of (M:) and (K,) said by IJ to be the only instance of and interchangeable except and the like plas. of (S, K,) and (S, K,) occur as its pl. in a verse of Hotuiah. (S, K.) With the people of the desert, (S,) [its fem.] signifies: A female circumser of girls. (S, K;) [mentioned in the latter art. (S, K,)]

See also .

\[ \text{\textit{A\textit{\textit{e}}} aor. n. (S, M, K,) inf. of (S, K.) [agreeably with analogy, as part. n. of (M, K; a dial. var. of (M, K) and (M, K; fem. [of the first, or second, ] (M, K) and (M, K; K inf. [of (S, M, K;) and [of (S, M, K;] pl. of (M, K) and (M, K,) inf. [of } (S, K,) and [of (S, K,) See art. — Also an abundance of trees. (TA.) In a trad. of 1bn-Umm-Mekteem.}

\[ \text{\textit{F\textit{\textit{u}}\textit{\textit{t}}} A physician; one skilled in medical, curative, therapeutic, or [or surgical] treatment. (Ibn-El-Kelbee, Sgh, K.) By rule it should be (Sgh, TA.) As also, and (S, K;) said by IJ to be the only instance of (M:) and (K,) said by IJ to be the only instance of and interchangeable except and the like plas. of (S, K,) and (S, K,) occur as its pl. in a verse of Hotuiah. (S, K.) With the people of the desert, (S,) [its fem.] signifies: A female circumser of girls. (S, K;) [mentioned in the latter art. (S, K,)]

See also .

1. aor. n. (S, M, K,) inf. of (S, K.) [agreeably with analogy, as part. n. of (M, K; a dial. var. of (M, K) and (M, K; fem. [of the first, or second, ] (M, K) and (M, K; K inf. [of (S, M, K;) and [of (S, M, K;] pl. of (M, K) and (M, K,) inf. [of } (S, K,) and [of (S, K,) See art. — Also an abundance of trees. (TA.) In a trad. of 1bn-Umm-Mekteem.}

2. see 1.